Youth Rep Roles
Communication is a very important part of being a youth rep. It will be
important to find the best way to communicate with the other members of the
branch, whether it is by using emails, facebook, or meetings.
In the past we have held meetings during parent meetings, or after lessons,
after SM, at camp. Meetings typically don’t need to be long.
The voice of the members is very important so this is the biggest part of the
position being able to listen to what members want to then bringing there thoughts
and opinions forward.
Branch Youth Rep
-

The role of branch reps is to take ideas from members and communicate
them with the regional rep.
A branch rep should take member opinions and forward them on.
It is the responsibility of the branch rep to take the ideas from the members
to the branch committee, such as asking the DC to have a chance to present
what the youth want at the end of a meeting.
It is up to the youth rep how much effort they want to put into it but it is nice
to help organize socials, and come up with ideas to present to the members
of your branch. The members should want to bring ideas forward to you.
Attend regional youth meetings
Attending some branch meetings, holding youth meetings with the members
of the branch

Regional Youth Rep
-

The role of regional rep is to take ideas and communicate them with the
National rep.
A regional rep should be in touch with all branch reps of their region to
ensure they are getting everyone’s opinions.
They should attend all Regional meetings as they hold a vote on the board.
It is up to the youth rep to communicate the reports from the National Youth
Rep to the branch reps so they know what is going on.

This is a very fun position! It allows you to take a greater role in Pony Club and to
ensure that everyone’s voice is heard. Without Youth Reps, the concerns and
comments would not be brought up to the various Committees and therefore no
positive changes could be made.

